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Second order lambda calculus for mean- the common ones, product, lists of α, existential
ing assembly: on the logical syntax of plu- quantification over types, lists of objects of type α,
rals Richard Moot, Christian Retoré Université de booleans, and here we mainly use:
integers N = ΠX.(X → X) → (X → X)
Bordeaux, Labri-CNRS, INRIA
Overview In order to model a number of phenomena of lexical pragmatics in a compositional
framework, several contributions developed in our
team [1, 4, 6, 5] have used the system F of JeanYves Girard (1971) [2, 3] to compose logical formulae expressing the meaning, while standard Montague semantics uses the simply typed λ-calculus.
Thereafter we discovered that it is also relevant to
model classical questions of semantics like generalised quantification [7], and in this paper for plurals. We should insist that we deal here with the
syntax of semantics, that is we do no speak of reference or interpretation in models: an issue which
is quite problematic for sophisticated semantic phenomena.

F as a glue logic The system F (intuitionistic
second order propositional logic) is used as a glue
language (a.k.a. meta logic), but it glues whichever
formulae one likes e.g. first order formulae, or
higher order formulae. A result in the PhD of
Bruno Mery [4] garantees that when λ-calculus constants are the ones of order n order logic (with
n ∈ N or n = ω), the normal λ-terms of F of type
t are formulae of n order logic. This is close to
usual Montague semantics where simply typed λcalculus (intuitionistic propositional logic) with two
base types e and t is used to express and to glue
formulae of a priori ω order logic although one often
only considers first order logic, via reification. Here
because we want to con sider sets, we use second
order logic, i.e. we can have properties of properties
What is system F ? Instead of the simply as in the committee met.
typed λ-calculus we use the second order λ-calculus,
The type system we use consists in t, e and type
namely Girard system F (1971), see e.g. [3]. Base variables — here we only consider one type of intypes are constant types (the usual ones of T Yn , t, dividual for simplicity but we usually have several
ei , lots of entity types), or variable types, α, β, ... base types, e1 , . . . , en like in T yn .
When T1 and T2 are types, so is T1 → T2 and when
T is a type and α is a type variable, Πα. T is a type The logical syntax of plurals within F Using
as well – α usually appears in T but not necessarily. second order, one can:
As opposed to other type theories e.g. (I)TT,
the system is conceptually and formally extremely
• consider a cardinal function who maps propsimple, quite powerful,... and paradox free. Term
erties to natural numbers: it is a constant k.k
building operations include the ones of simply
(written as a circumfix) with type (e → t) → N
typed λ-calculus:
where N is defined as above.
vc Constants (resp. variables) of a given type T
• assert that a property is a set so to speak,
are terms: c : T (resp. x : T ).
λP e→t .house_inhabitants(P )
• say that a property is a set containing several
eλ If u is a term of type T1 → T2 and v is a term
individuals λP e→t .kP k > 1 ∧ committee(P )1 .
of type T1 , then u(v) is a term of type T2 .
iλ If u is a term of type T2 and x a variable of
We can thus remain quite close to categorial syntype T1 , then λx. u is a term of type T1 → T2 .
tax and Montague semantics, as shown in the lexThese usual operations are completed by quite
icon in Figure 1. This enables us to automatically
similar operations handling quantification over all
compute the logical formula (second order), for sentypes:
tences like:
eΛ If u is a term of type Πα. U and T is a type,
then u{T } is a (specialized) term of type U [α := T ] (1)
The committee met.
iΛ If u is a term of type T and if there is no (2)
The students wrote a paper.
occurrence of the type variable α in the type of
any free variable (u works uniformly for every type The second-order type for “the” allows us to treat
α), then Λα.u is a term of type Πα. T (that’s the both “the students” (which will produce a term of
type e → t) and “the student” (a term of type
universal view of u).
T
T
e,
thereby naturally excluding “*the student met”)
Remember usual beta-reduction is (λx . u)t
u[x := t] Here, beta-reduction for types and Λ
1 To model that a committee is not necessarily identical to
works just the same: (Λα. u){T }
u[α := T ].
its members, it would be more appropriate to use an intenUniversal quantification over types let you de- sional type e → s → t as a standard in Montague grammar.
fine internally lots of type constructors, including However, we will abstract away from this complication
1

word/phrase
student
committee
-s
q
and
the
each
all
met
sneezed
wrote_a_paper
*
#
c
met#
sneezed∗
wrote_a_paperc

syntactic type
n
n
n\n
np/np
(np\np)/np
np/n
(s/(np\s))/n
(s/(np\s))/n
np\s
np\s
np\s

np\s
np\s
np\s

lambda-term
λxe .student(x)
λP e→t .kP k > 1 ∧ committee(P )
α→t
α→t
ΛαλP
λQ
.kQk > 1 ∧ ∀xα .Q(x) ⇒ P (x)
Λαλxα λy α y = x
α→t
α→t
ΛαλP
λQ
λxα .P (x) ∨ Q(x)
Λα.ι(α→t)→α
α→t
α→t
α
ΛαλP
λQ
∀x P (x) ⇒ Q(x)
ΛαλR(α→t)→t λS (α→t)→t ∀P α→t R(P ) ⇒ S(P )
λP e→t .kP k > 1 ∧ meet(P )
λxe .sneeze(x)
e→t
λP
.write_a_paper(P )
ΛαλP α→t λQα→t ∀xα .Q(x) ⇒ P (x)
ΛαλR(α→t)→t λS (α→t)→t ∀P α→t .S(P ) ⇒ R(P )
(α→t)→t
ΛαλR
λP α→t ∀xα .P (x) ⇒ ∃Qα→t Q(x) ∧ Q ⊆ P ∧ R(Q)
λR(e→t)→t ∀P e→t .R(P ) ⇒ kP k > 1 ∧ meet(P )
λP e→t .∀xe .P (x) ⇒ sneeze(x)
e→t
e
e→t
λP
.∀x .P (x) ⇒ ∃Q
Q(x) ∧ Q ⊆ P ∧ write_a_paper(Q)

Figure 1: A small lexicon for plurals.
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